
SCHOLOARSHIP ESSAYS

Thought I'd share a few scholarship essay examples that worked. These students earned thousands in financial aid and
I'm sharing these.

Trust us, some of the brightest students have missed out on the chance to earn scholarships dollars all because
they neglected to follow instructions. I talked about my community every chance I got, writing a public
backlash to Donald Trump and reading out to the group of parents to show them my unique struggle. Please be
clear about how this scholarship will help you achieve your personal and professional goals. I've grown up
living in section 8 housing because my parents often found themselves living paycheck to paycheck, not by
choice, but by circumstance. Since I was five, my parents pushed me to value education because they were
born in Vietnam and had limited education. This makes writing winning scholarship essays feel like less of a
burden, which can go a long way when your student wants to apply to a long list of scholarships. Were these
scholarship essay examples helpful? Suddenly, community leaders wanted to speak to me and my story of
triumph inspired others. I have found that our accomplishments are stacked upon the sacrifices of our parents.
I was then asked to set goals for the organization and give a speech regarding my goal ideas in front of several
hundred people, the current state delegates and officer team. It had never occurred to me that teachers would
lie to students. We help students succeed in high school and beyond by giving them resources for better
grades, better test scores, and stronger college applications. My neighborhood has 4 elementary schools, 2
high schools, and a strip club feet away from a library. My ability to be self motivated has assisted me in
becoming a leader in several of my extracurricular activities. You may end up using the word incorrectly and
that will make your writing awkward. Later, if it was not for my uncle, my mom would not have been able to
come to America to give me a better life. Furthermore, the real-life examples used throughout the essay make
her passion for science even more obvious and engaging. Wait 24 hours and send them an email thanking
them for taking the time out of their busy day to speak to you. What have you done outside of the classroom
that demonstrates qualities sought after by universities? Steer clear from essay topics that focus on negativity
or pessimism. After coming to the epiphany that if I died today, nothing would change except for the lives of
those extremely close to me, I find myself unwilling to be just another Jane Doe.


